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About This Game

ALPHA TEST. This multiplayer on-line game is about treasure hunters.
Do you like to wander alone through endless sands and stone deserts? Do you like the long quest for treasures and artifacts?

Aren't you afraid of evil monsters and hidden robbers? Do you like craft and money?
Welcome to Wanderfog! Welcome to sands and rocks of the Dead Sea, treasure hunter!

Find treasures and artifacts in the poisonous fog and try to come back alive to sell them. Gold, crystals, coins and ancient
weapons. Everything can be bought and sold here either you found, crafted or robbed it.

Remember one thing - it will be long and lonesome to wander around these sands and reefs and to fight with monsters and other
players robbers. We are sure that you will be strong and careful and you will have best weapon and armor.

You can find the artifact in 30 minutes and get money . Or lose a whole day and get nothing. Such a game. This is a joke of the
goddess Seamoon. But you have a lot of chances to catch your luck. Don't worry.

All characters are of THIRD level. This is cool, because there will be only four levels.
You get the whole level of crafting, speed and searching for artifacts.

The whole world - 30 km to search.
Valuable artifacts. Powerful weapons.

Play and become rich!
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Title: Wanderfog
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
gamesnnstudio
Publisher:
zao_mesherskoe
Release Date: 27 Jun, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows 7/8/8.1

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo, 3.0GHz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 6400+, 3.2GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 230, 512 MB or ATI Radeon HD 5670, 512 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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We have changed the release date of the game on 11 Feb 2019:
We have changed the release date of the game on 11 Feb 2019. Thanks for the feedback. We will work on an interesting
gameplay. "Hunting the hunter". "Level up." Money and gifts".Play with us.

.  Alpha test continues. Waiting for feedback:
Alpha test continues. Waiting for feedback. Get a gift for the first published bug in the group. 

. 
ALPHA TEST CONTINUES:
Alpha test continues. Get the code on info.wanderfog@gmail.com. Next week we plan to make the first quest. Prizes will be gift
certificates for the shop of STEAM.. Alpha test continues.:
Alpha test continues. Thanks for the feedback.. Changed mail:
We changed our official mailbox to info.wanderfog@gmail.com. MINI GIFT.:
New quest. We are learning a new territory "Salt river". You should find 10 (ten) spiked shells near the Salt river. Put in your
chest in Wanderfog Town and send a screenshot to Facebook page of the game. Who will be the first to do it, will receive a gift
certificate of Steam for 400 Escudos. The quest will end at 12 am on 11 October 2018. Madrid Time. (Spain.) Details on the
website .

. Raider:
Raider
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